
Insurance Coverage

Representation for a Variety of Insurance Coverage Cases

For years a significant part of our insurance practice has related to handling property insurance claims,
especially cases with arson and fraud defenses.  We regularly provide professional, cost-effective
representation on a wide range of insurance coverage disputes. 

Our team has extensive experience with a broad range of both primary and excess insurance policies
including:

First-party property policies

Commercial general liability policies

Professional liability policies

Automobile policies

Homeowner’s policies

Various types of manuscript and program policies

Builder’s risk, inland-marine, boiler and machinery policies

Alternative risk transfer agreements

Our attorneys are experienced in handling bad faith and extra-contractual claims.  Bovis, Kyle, Burch &
Medlin, LLC has long-standing relationships with cause and origin experts, forensic accountants, and
other technical experts in the local Georgia area, and from time to time, our attorneys are called on to
consult about drafting policy provisions. 

Another significant part of the firm’s insurance practice is evaluating coverage and duty to defend issues
under liability policies.  Our lawyers have extensive experience with construction-defect, personal and
advertising injury, motor carrier, uninsured motorist, and environmental coverage issues.  They have
litigated numerous declaratory judgment actions and defended allegations of breach of contract, involving
coverage issues. 

Providing advice and direction to liability carriers regarding how to handle lawsuits with uncovered
claims is an area of expertise for Bovis, Kyle, Burch & Medlin, LLC.  Our insurance coverage
team—Steve Kyle, Jimmy Singer and David Russell Smith—have litigated hundreds of coverage cases
across the southeast and have tried several multimillion dollar cases. 

Insurance Problems? You Need a Legal Advocate—Contact Us

Bovis, Kyle, Burch & Medlin, LLC understands the insurance industry.  As one of the leading insurance
coverage firms in the southeast, we can provide cost-effective legal representation on virtually any
insurance coverage issue that is presented in today’s complex legal environment.

/attorneys/steven-j-kyle/


Don’t hesitate to contact our attorneys to learn more about how we can assist you.  You can call us at,
(770) 391-9100, or contact us online . 
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